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Weather

Campus

Local

Cloudy with a chance
of snow in the
afternoon. Highs in
the lower 20s.

Offenhauer residents voice
complaints.

Local officers receive human
diversity training.
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Representatives
present budget
plans to ACGFA
by Julie Tagiiaferro
administration reporter
Representatives of more than
30 student organizations presented their 1993-94 budget proposals to the Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations
last weekend as part of the annual process of allocating funds
to the various campus organizations.
Each year a portion of the general fee is set aside for student
organizations, according to Lynn
Hogan, chairman of the hearing
and allocation process. In order
for a group to obtain funding,
Hogan said representatives must
present their planned budget in a
hearing to the ACGFA committee.
With the costs of programming
and expenses increasing, groups
usually request more money
each year, Hogan said.
However, Hogan said the Honors Student Association is requesting less money than they
did last year in order to help
other groups with funding.
According to James Stauffer,
HSA president, beginning last
year the organization decreased
the amount of funding it requested from ACGFA as a result
of the budget situation at the
University.
After the ACGFA process was
almost cancelled last year, Stauffer said HSA decided to help the
committee in the allocation pro-

cess by cutting back on the
amount requested.
In addition, Stauffer said he
and other HSA members were
upset about the number of
groups who requested unnecessarily large amounts of money
when new groups are trying to
form.
"We want to take responsibility
for new groups and groups who
need the money," Stauffer said
Five organizations are requesting funding for the first time including the Chinese Club, Conservative Student Organization
and Into the Streets, as well as
BG 24 News and Campus Connection, a television show.
In 1991, Stauffer said HSA was
granted $1400 for the 1991-92
budget. Last year, Stauffer said
the group requested they take a
two percent cut of $28. This year,
HSA proposed an additional one
percent decrease, he said.
Although the amount is small,
Stauffer said HSA is trying to
send a message to other organizations with its action.
"The point of the [decreased
funding recommendation] is not
only to be a model to other organizations, but also to make a symbolic gesture so that new groups
can obtain funding," he said. "In
reality, a $14 decrease is nothing,
but it's a symbol."
If every organization reduced
its funding request by one percent - instead of increasing it See Funds, page four.
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Mystery Rock

Finishing up a lab experiment, senior geology major Robert
Swayngim writes Information on a rock he Is trying to Identify
under a microscope in Overman Hall. Swayngim said the object of

the lab Is to learn how to identify rocks In several ways, such as by
their mineral composition and their physical looks.

MDA disputes food rules Bike route being Area man
arrested

Commons to enforce regulations at annual dance
byJamlR. Norvlel
student organizations reporter
The annual Muscular Distrcphy Association Superdance has
taken place in the Northeast
Commons for the past three
years and until this year it
seemed like the perfect place.
But the Residential Student
Association - a Superdance
sponsor - is having serious budget problems now because of a
food policy enforced by Food
Operations, which maintains the
facility.
The policy has always stated
that organizations cannot bring
in food that has not been prepared by the Food Operations
staff, said Ed Odonnell, associate
director of Food Operations.
However, several organizations have been permitted in the
past to bring donated food into
the facilities. The Residential
Student Association, for example, was one such organization.
Odonnell said the policies are
enforced for two reasons - liability and the protection of the
business interests of Food Op.
Food Op will no longer assume
the risk involved in allowing donated food to be brought into
their facilities.
According to Tonya Miller,
chairwoman of the MDA Superdance, the policy is not the problem.
She said the problem arose
after she was informed for the
first time in late January that

RSA would no longer be permitted to bring donated foods into
the Food Operations facility.
Miller said this poses a problem because the RSA did not plan
food expenses into the budget set

had never been planned for.
"I do understand the policies,
but it's kind of hard going into
the dance expecting donated
foods and not being able to do
that," Miller said.

"I do understand the policies, but it's kind of hard
going into the dance expecting donated foods and
not being able to do that/'
Tonya Miller, MDA Superdance chairwoman
aside to cover the costs of the
dance.
The group collects donated
food from local restaurants and
vendors, so the money raised by
the dance will be donated directly to the MDA Food has always
been donated to lower the cost of
the event
Until this year Food Operations
has allowed the group to bring
donated foods into their facility,
but this year the policy has
changed and the procedures of
Food Op are being enforced.
Odonnell said the group was informed in 1992 of the change and
was given warning that the policy would be different for 1993.
"It's not on paper and if it was,
we never got it," Miller said.
Food Op offered the group certain food items which would be
prepared by their cooks for the
event. But, according to Miller,
the prices for the items were
much more than the budget
would allow since food expenses

Another concern raised by Miller was the issue of Red Cross being allowed to bring donated food
into Food Operation facilities
during blood drives.
Odonnell admitted this was
true, but said the food brought in
by the Red Cross is nonperishable.
Miller said the group doesn't
understand why the policies are
different considering both
groups are non-profit organizations with charitable events open
to University students as well as
the Bowling Green community.
The group considered having
the dance in the Ice Arena
Lounge, but the rental price was
more than the group could afford.
Miller said RSA has worked on
many projects with Food Operations and Miller said this is the
first time there has ever been a
problem to her knowledge.

planned for BG

by Chris Hawley
local government reporter
Bicyclists may soon be able
to commute to school and
work through a city-wide
network of designated bike
routes, Director of Parks and
Recreation Robert Callecod
said Tuesday.
Callecod said he and a joint
committee of representatives
from the Wood County Park
District, City Council's transportation and safety committee and the Black Swamp Bicyclists' Club are now designing a system of streets and
new trails that will join the
county's proposed Slippery
Elm Trail.
Callecod said the system is
"essential" for the Wood
County Park District to
receive state funds for the
14-mile paved recreation
trail. The district is required
to coordinate safe access to
the city from the end of the
trail.
"The Slippery Elm Trail is
going to bring thousands of
people into Bowling Green,"
Callecod said. "The thing is,
once they get here, where do
they go?"
A preliminary proposal
drawn up by a Wood County
Park District representative
includes several cross-town

routes on existing streets and
three bicycle paths in the
vicinity of the Woodland Mall,
City Park and Wintergreen
Park.
Callecod said a plan for the
system might require
changes in traffic regulations
so that streets could be designated parts of the system. He
said the joint planning committee hopes to have the
system in place within one
year but emphasized no route
proposals are final yet.
"It's just something we
want to explore," he said.
Callecod gave the proposal
to Parks and Recreation
Board members at their
meeting Tuesday and asked
for their recommendations on
the project. The board will
next meet as a committee on
March 9.
In other business, the board
agreed to recommend that
city council approve a $10,323
contract with the Center for
Governmental Research and
Public Service at the University to evaluate the leisure
needs of the city. The center's
grant funding will provide
another $15,100 for the
project.
The study is expected to
provide information on the
feasibility of a city community center to house meetings
and recreational programs.

for drug
trafficking
A Perrysburg man is in the
Wood County Justice Center on
$38,000 bond after he allegedly
sold marijuana to an undercover
Bowling Green police officer
Tuesday.
Earl W. Salisbury Jr., 35, was
charged with one felony count
each of trafficking in marijuana
and trafficking in marijuana
within 100 feet of a juvenile and
permitting drug abuse.
A reportedly intoxicated
15-year-old boy waited in the car
outside the Napoleon Road residence where the alleged incident
took place, police said.
Salisbury was also charged
with one count each of permitting drug abuse, furnishing alcoholic beverages to a juvenile,
possession of drug paraphernalia, speeding, driving under suspension and displaying improper
license plates, all misdemeanors.
According to the police report,
Salisbury, who has a prior drug
abuse conviction, allegedly sold
about 12 grams of marijuana to
an undercover detective and
drove off.
He was stopped for speeding
minutes later on South Main
Street by another officer who informed Salisbury that the person
he just allegedly sold marijuana
to was a police officer.
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HUD assistance
program faulty
Gotta love those bureaucrats.
It seems the federal government - the Department of Housing and Urban Development, to be
exact - is counting the lowly incomes of us povertystricken college kids living off campus when they
dole out Community Development Block Grants to
cities. In Bowling Green the grant, between $300,000
and $400,000 a year, is used to fund road and other
community improvements, and most interestingly,
to improve housing for certain residents who need it.
That's when undergraduate students suddenly
cease to exist in this town.
To be eligible for the home improvement funding,
one must prove he or she has an income lower than a
determined amount. For off-campus students to be
eligible for the grants, the city would have to check
the students' families' finances and any other source
of income. So officials say it is too hard to pinpoint
students' exact incomes, except to say they are not
exactly down and out, and thus, ineligible.
And even though both city and HUD officials agree
that students are not really indigent, none of them
have any clue why census statistics (in which students are tallied) are used to determine grant allocations when it's not a very accurate source.
Now that's government that works.
But this process isn't some scheme by the municipal (or federal) government to bilk college students
out of funding. Bowling Green automatically qualifies for the grants and city officials have no choice
but to take this funding. In fact, they would probably
rather not receive these CDBGs at all because it
makes the city ineligible for other, more attractive
grants.
The process has what the bureaucrats refer to as a
"quirk." A harmless, amusing little idiosyncracy.
We students — many of whom are living in rotting,
old apartments and houses with rickety porches,
sagging roofs and enough insects to put that Eygptian locust stint in the Bible to shame - are not
amused.
And if we're not happy, imagine how truly needy
people in the inner cities - who could be using some
of the money these college towns are receiving ~
feel.
Now the feds are scratching their heads and figuring out that the system they've been using for the
past 10 years isn't really figuring out who needs the
money.
Don't worry. Give 'em a few more decades and
they'll get it right. Meanwhile, keep
the Raid
handy and remember: You're worth thousands. Just
don't tell the landlord - he'll up your rent.
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Respond-—-

Signed letters or columns express the beliefs of
the individual and in no way represent the opinions
of" The News.
All readers are encouraged to express their
opinions through letters to the editor and guest
columns. Letters should be 200 - 300 words, typed,
contain the writer's telephone number and address,
plus class rank, occupation,''major, and home townSend all submissions to Connell Barrett,
Opinion Editor, The BG News, 210 West HalL
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GM trades safety for profits
Beleaguered by stiff competition from the
Japanese, the three U.S. automakers -- Ford,
Chrysler and GM - have worked tirelessly to
enhance their corporate images in the minds
of American consumers. This effort includes
hiring prestigious marketing agencies to put
together sophisticated ad campaigns which
portray the Big Three as solidly committed
to good design, high quality, dependability
and customer satisfaction.
While some consumers may be taken in by
the slick and costly Madison Avenue packaging for a brief Ume, others remain skeptical
of the intentions of these corporate giants.
For example, a jury in Atlanta recently determined that General Motors acted negligently in failing to correct a fuel tank design which GM executives knew was dangerous.
Before I elaborate, however, please accompany me on a brief tour of the world of
automotive design.
Most automobiles are built on a heavy
frame called a chassis. This frame serves as
a support for the body panels, motor, drive
train, wheels and other moving parts. The
next time you're waxing your car on a warm,
sunny day, take a peek underneath and note
the position of the gas tank. Chances are it's
located in the rear and inside the frame or
chassis. Not surprisingly, there is a reason
for this placement.
Automotive design engineers have determined that safety considerations play a
major role in where the fuel tank is placed.
Since gasoline is highly flammable, engineers thought it safer to have the thin-walled
fuel tank protected by the heavy frame
rather than increasing its vulnerability by
placing it outside the chassis, where it would
bear the brunt of a side or rear collision and
possibly burst into flames.
Despite the industry standard of placing
the fuel tank inside the chassis, between
1973 and 1987, GM executives and engineers
made the decision to place two 20 gallon
tanks outside the protective chassis of their
full-size pickup. After 1987, GM consolidated the tanks into one 34 gallon tank and
relocated it inside the chassis.
What makes this such a curious affair is
that GM executives were fully aware that
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placing the fuel tanks outside the chassis
created additional risk to the driver if the
vehicle was hit from' the side at moderate to
high speeds.
Though GM initially denied this increased
risk, a study done by the Insurance Institute
for Highway Safety found that "For the

''Given this damning evidence,
wouldn't reason (and ethics)
demand that GM recall the 5
million defective trucks before
any more lives are lost?"
model years 1975 to 1987, the GM pickups
had more than twice the rate of fatalities in
side crashes involving fires"( New York
Times, 12/5/92).
Even the former chairman of GM, Robert
Stempel, had to concede the obvious. While
testifying on his company's behalf in Atlanta
earlier this year, Stempel candidly admitted
that certain GM pickup trucks were more
likely to catch fire in side collisions than the
company's competitors.
Given this damning evidence, wouldn't
reason (and ethics) demand that GM recall
the 5 million defective trucks before any
more lives are lost?
GM executives, however, have been ada-

mant when stating they will fight any attempt to force the company to recall the 5
million vehicles. Apparently, both reason
and ethical considerations fly out the
window when corporate profits are threatened.
But is it ethical for powerful corporations
to intentionally produce shoddy or defective
products which pose a danger to the public
and then callously leave those products on
the market to cause more damage to life and
limb?
In the Atlanta case, a jury determined that
GM must pay $105 million in damages to the
family of a 17-year-old-boy who burned to
death when his GM pickup was hit from the
side. Though that settlement sounds exorbitant, it's small change for a corporation
with billions in assets.
The penalty becomes even less of an incentive for the company to mend its ways
because corporations can deduct court
ordered payments from their taxes as a
business expense.
If the public is to be adequately protected
against irresponsible corporate producers,
then more substantial penalties must be imposed. There are several ways this could be
accomplished.
First, when a court orders a corporation to
pay damages, those payments should not be
tax deductible. By eliminating this probusiness loophole in the legal code, penalties
are more likely to come out of profits, thus
making corporate CEOs reluctant to make
the same unethical decisions in the future.
Additionally, it is idealistic to suppose that
executives will refrain from making unethical decisions when they personally suffer
none of the consequences for those decisions. In cases where corporate executives
willfully endanger human life in order to
maximize profits, those executives ought to
be charged with manslaughter and given
mandatory jail sentences.
Attempting to alter corporate behavior by
teaching ethics to college business majors is
only part of the battle. The other part consists in reforming our legal code to provide
punishments severe enough to discourage
corporate executives from placing profits
before human lives.

from our readers

Morality of Bible story suspect
To the Ml tor:

case the Christian religion hasn't
This semester's BG News has gotten the idea yet, this is a twobeen full of letters concerning way street. The state can't tell
the issue of homosexuals and them how to worship and (withwhether or not they should be out a popular vote) they cant tell
able to serve, openly or other- the state how to govern.
wise, In the military forces of the
The founders of America guarUnited States.
anteed a set of basic rights to all
Of them all, Mr. John Randall's Americans, among them the
letter from the Feb. 23 article right to life, liberty and the pur"Ban lift unfair to heterosex- suit of happiness, as well as the
uals" was probably the most in- right to keep and bear arms (besulting to the intelligence of ing necessary in a well-organized
everyone who reads your news- militia).
paper.
Now, if homosexuality is a
Mr. Randall talks of American choice, as many would have us
tradition, morality and integrity, believe, then it is legally covered
using them to try and validate his by the "pursuit of happiness"
own homophobia.
clause. Therefore, there is no
Let's talk about American tra- constitutional legal precedent for
dition, then.
discriminating against their
America was founded by peo- other rights, including the right
ple specifically searching for the to bear arms.
separation of church and state. In
If homosexuality is a genetic

trait, then there is, again, no constitutional legal precedent, since
they become a genuine minority.
And as far as the religious
problems with homosexuality are
concerned, let's take a look at a
commonly used example of Biblical homosexuality and its consequences: Sodom and Gomorrah.
As the story goes, beginning in
Genesis, chapter 19, two male
angels came to Sodom and were
invited to dinner by Lot, a man of
God. When it was time to sleep,
the men of the city came to Lot's
door and asked him to bring the
angels out so that they might
know them (in the Biblical
sense).
In reply, Lot - the great man of
God who had just had dinner with
two (count them: two) angels ■aid, "Instead, let me bring out

*

my two virgin daughters and you
can do as you please with them,
so long as you do not touch the
angels" (paraphrased from
Genesis 19:8).
Well, I'll tell you what I think: I
have several gay and bisexual
friends with whom I'd gladly
share my food. But I'll be
damned if I'm going to give over
my fiance, my mother, my sister,
or my daughters (if I ever have
any) just to "save someone from
homosexuality" and satisfy a
Christian's sense of enforced
morality.
I like my gay friends just how
they are, and I like my straight
friends just how they are, and I
don't Intend to try and change
any of them.
Thomas A. Cannon
Bowling Green
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Residents voice
RA complaints

Crashing Through The Snow!

by Larlssa Hrltsko
student life reporter

%
^
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Having the day off from school, 9-year-old Nicole Rankln loses her I Wednesday afternoon. Rankin and her friends took advantage of
balance while sledding near City Park on Conneaut Avenue | the snow and their day off to go sledding.

Living in Offenhauer has its
advantages - most of the inhabitants are upperclassmen, the
Towers are air conditioned and
there is less supervision.
However, living in Offenhauer
also has it disadvantages - it's
noisy, resident advisers are often
hard to get in contact with, damage occurring on the weekends
and only one front desk between
the two towers.
The most poignant problem for
residents of the most elite residence hall on campus is that the
RAs are often not around when
needed.
According to Eddie Bridges,
Offenhauer West resident, he has
trouble getting a vacuum when
he needs one because the RA's
are difficult to find.
Furthermore, residents in Offenhauer see little response to
noise problems when they confront their RA about the situation.
The noise complaints are
usually during the weekends
when people return from going
out and fewer residents are
studying.
A student in East, for instance,
said her floor was noisy and the
RA does not handle the noise situation.
"When we confronted our RA
about the noise, she said she was
neither our mother nor our baby-

See RA, page four.

MIAMI!

Come help beat the CCHA- Leading Redskins:

fttofia

sitter and we as mature adults
should handle the problem on our
own," an Offenhauer resident
who wished to remain anonymous said.
Only one front desk in Offenhauer West Is operational for the
two towers. Many find this to be
an inconvenience, but little can
be done due to the budget situation.
According to Dan Berg, an Offenhauer East resident, walking
a little more to mail a letter is
well worth it in comparison to raising fees to cover the operation
of a second front desk.
In addition, residents in Offenhauer have noticed destruction
during and following the weekends. For example, a resident has
seen bulletin boards destroyed
and the custodial staff has found
misplaced fire extinguishers.
Some students have realized,
however, that RA's are students
too and can not be expected to
handle every situation or be
around every minute.
RA's in Offenhauer are required to have duty nights every
other week, four weekend duties
a semester, only eight days off
and also be available to their residents.
According to an RA in Offenhauer who also wished to remain
anonymous, residents must realize RA's have their own lives and
are involved in other activities.
This RA tries to leave his door

banning

1st Visit FREE
with purchase of
Student Discount Package

7 visits $30.00*
* valid with student I.D.*
26611 Dixie Hwy 872-BTAN
Go straisht up Rt 25 to Churchills Plaza
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Pisonello's
BG's Most Award Winning Pizzo
FR6€D€UV€RV 352-5166
Open 1 lorn Frl - Sot - Sun /4pm LU€€KDflVS

7" 1 Item Pizza & 5 Wings*
7" 1 Item Pizza & Breadsticks
T 3 Item Pizza & 2 Pops
5 Wings* & Breadsticks
7" 1 Item Pizza, Small Salad & 1 Pop
7" Deluxe (or any 5 items) & 1 Pop
2-7" Cheese Pizzas (ex. it. so< for both)
Any Large Sub & 1 Pop
Breadsticks, Small Salad and 1 Pop
Large Chef or Taco Salad & 1 Pop

Your Choice
"§

OMIV

<>

$3.50!

* Your choice of wins sty le Ex. It. on 7" - 2S< ca.

WINGS* 104350 • 20-$6°o • 30-$85o • 40-$l000
MILD.HOT.QBO

™* 'EM, YOU'LL LIKE 'EM - WE DO!

6 MORE GREAT VALUES!
2 Large 1 Item Pizzas (ex. it. $1 ca. per pizza)

1 Large 1 Item Pizza & 20 WINGS
1 Large 2 Item Pizza & Small 1 Item Pizza
1 X-Large 2 Item Pizza ft 10 WINGS
2 Medium 2 Item Pizzas (ex. it. 7s< ca. per pizza)

; 112 E. Washington
352-4171 *

HOURS: Open Daily ;
Until 11:00 p.m.
;.

1 Medium 2 Item Pizza ft 20 WINGS

Vour Choice

$10

(Offer subject to change)

After a brisk morning jog, enjoy reading the BG NEWS
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IN BRIEF...
A University Japanese
exchange student Involved in a
Perrysburg Township auto accident which claimed the life of
another exchange student last
week remains in serious condition at St. Luke's Hospital in
Toledo, a hospital official said.
Noriko Matsuoka was a passenger in a car driven by Hikaru
Sasaki, a University student, last

Thursday. Kyoko Kubota, a University student, a third passenger in the car, was killed in the
crash
Sasaki collided with a wrecker
on Route 25. No one was cited in
the accident.
Sasaki was treated and
released from St. Luke's Hospital.

RA
Continued from page three.

open so residents know he Is at
home in order to be accessible.
In addition, he commented that
residents must realize that being
an RA is a 24-hour-a-day job, but
the pay or money deducted from
the housing is not necessarily

$50

comparable to the job.
In contrast, other students in
Offenhauer have found their
RA's are very accessible.
"I find that my RA is overly
accessible," Todd Korczyski, a
resident of Offenhauer, said.

$50

VALUABLE COUPON

R.E. MANAGEMENT
113 RAILROAD ST.
352-9302
Bring this ad for

$50 off

Police to take workshops
Human diversity training may 'make job easier' for officers
About 40 area police chiefs
and administrators will participate in a human diversity
workshop at the University today to strengthen their understanding in areas of age, gender and disability.
The participants from all
over Northwest Ohio will participate in a six-hour workshop
to preview what officers from
their departments will learn in
future seminars. The workshop
will be led by Barbara Waddell,
public information officer of
University police, and Cynthia
Miller, an investigator for the
Wood County Coroner's Office.

needed to make sure these laws
are enforced.
"Officers need to be able to
recognize and respond [to discrimination], because [there
are] consequences for inappropriate behavior," he said.
The training will enable the
police chiefs and administrators to take the information
from the workshop and apply it
to others, Waddell said. She
said she hopes participants will
be able to recognize discrimination and learn to respond
better to people's differences.
The workshop is the second
phase of a volunteer human
diversity training program
which began last fall, with the
training of Bowling Green city
and University police officers.

Dennerll said over the next
few years law enforcement
will be dealing with different
minority groups In the community and officials need to
change some of their views to
understand these differences.
"A disabled person in a
wheelchair is just as discriminated against and there is a responsibility to respond to these
actions," he said.
According to Dennerll, Civil
Rights Acts and Age Discrimination Acts have been passed
to protect citizens' rights, but
police sensitivity training is

Continued from page one.

Stauffer said there would be a
sizable amount of money to use
for new groups or other programs.
In addition, Stauffer said the

organizations would be sending a
message that students can spend
money responsibly and that the
University administration and
the state government should do

WINTER AWAY!

WITH FREE GAS FOR
HEATING & COOKING AT

one coupon per lease
Must be present at lease preparation

FIFTY DOLLARS

Dennerll is part of the education council to oversee the entire project.

Funds

'expires 3/15/93*

$50

"Human diversity training
makes an individual's job easier," Waddell said. "Focusing on
age, gender and disability, the
message relayed will be of increased importance."
Waddell said she hopes the
officers will treat people as individuals.
"If you treat folks right, you
won't run into conflict," she
said.
The course will be taught using a combination of statistics,
lecturing and visual aids. The
participants will also take part
in several sit national exercises.
Roger Dennerll, director of
the University's Department of
Public Safety, is on the State
Board for Human Diversity.

by Courtney Ganrjeml
city reporter

MELT™

your 1st month's rent when
signing a new fall lease
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WINTHROP
TERRACE

$50

quested substantially larger
the same.
"It is the beginning of a grass- amounts of funding.
roots effort to see money used to
However, Hogan said most of
the full potential," Stauffer said.
the large increases are one-time
Hogan said although HSA is increases -- which occur because
the only organization requesting of a technical or mechanical
less money than last year, IS problem which needs to be regroups are requesting the same placed or fixed.
amount as last year.
In addition, most groups seekThe hearing process will coning increased funding have re- tinue Friday and Saturday, Hoquested reasonable amounts, he gan said. The committee will
then decide on the requests and
said.
The average increase is $1,968, allocate the money to the organiHogan said. Some groups re- zations March 6 and 7.

CHARLESTOWN APTS.
AND

MID AM MANOR
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'NOW RENTING'
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SUPER PERM SALE
in Your
Life

MAIKU

MArK!'.

TURNING HEADS
The full line of Matrix
Essentials hair care
products is formulated
to make the most of
your hair — no motter
whot condition it is in.
Shampoos, rinse-clean
conditioners, leave-in
conditioners, styling
and finishing essentials
help you achieve one
goal: beautiful healthy
hair. And they work!
We've been turning
heads for years.
Come in today and ask
us how Matrix Essentials
can help.

Xl'an, the old imperial capital of China, is now the capital of
Shaanxi Province. Set in rural, inland China, Xi'an has the
size and facilities of a large metropolitan area, but the feel of
a small city. Next to Beijing, It Is one of the most attractive
goals for travelers to China because it houses an abundance
of historical treasures, including one of the "wonders of the
world", the sunken army of life-sized terracotta soldiers near
the tomb of Emperor Qin Shi Huang (221-207 B.C.),
founder of the Qin dynasty.
" Available to BGSU undergraduates - beginning fall 1993.
" Prior study of Chinese not a requirement - although it is
recommended that participants have some prior course
work in basic Chinese language and/or culture.
" Regular, pre-approved BGSU academic credit granted for
core courses taken in Xi'an.
" Modem dormitory facilities.
" Total costs, Including International airfare and the granting
of full-time BGSU academic credit, less than regular BG
tuition, room and board.
" Grant opportunities available to reduce expenses. (NB:
Applications due to the International Education Committee
by March 1).
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT:
Dr. Klaus Schmidt, Chair, Department of GREAL: 372-2260
or
Ms. Wu, Xue wei, Instructor, Chinese Program: 372-7814

University Union

ESSENTIALS

Thursday
Dinner Special

([ Famous Hair])

fioujl-n-Grcencru
All You Can Eat

AyfPriColoration during your Perm
Foodtown Plus Plaza 352-1989
No Appointment Necessary - Just Walk In
Open Mon - Fri 9-8; Sat 8 - 6; Sun 10 - 3

I Snomooo. Haircut, style Dry ■■
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•eoukxty SI4 00
■
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Precision Cot Sutra
wtm tnri coupon on*
Lonoer Ha* Extra*
Kegulorty SM 00 ^

ADULT

HAIRCUT

PH. 352-9135

11:30-1:30...$3.99 4:00-7:00...$4.75

A

The Pheasant Room
Mexican Platter - $4.75

Hours:

Lunch
Dinner

11:30 -1:30 M-F
4:30 - 7:00 M-F

HurfDry
BeguKxty $9 00

2695! K 95 5 V95

Choose from choice apartments within walking distance to
campus Summer 1993 and 1993-94 school year.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and water
included, air conditioning

STUDY ABROAD: A SEMESTER
OR A YEAR IN XI'AN, CHINA

You'll LookCintMymatrix*

!THI includes RKS mI I

S~B=,

Quantum 90 cord accepted 4-7 only for on compuc students
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for off campus students

Resident Manager
641 Third St. Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

HOWARDS club H
210 N. Main

Rock with

Blitzen

Thurs., Feb. 25th, Fri. 26th, and Sat. 27th

COVER CHARGE
AFTER 9:30 PM
HAPPY HOURS TILL 9

♦

X
X♦
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Men falter at Western Women swim into MAC
Komives' sharp shooting wasted as BG falls to 6-9
by Glen Lubbert
sports editor
BATTLE CREEK, Mich. - The
men's basketball team needed to
make some changes to find a
spark, but despite any differences head coach Jim Larranaga
made, the Falcons came up short,
69-65.
BG lost its third straight game
and fell to 6-9 in the MidAmerican Conference and 9-14
overall. The Broncos raised their
record to 11-4 In the league.
With a new starting lineup,
which Included sophomore forward Matt Otto, the Falcons went
on a three-point shooting spree.
Led by sophomore forward
Shane Komives, who had 20
points - including five threepointers - BG was 6-of-19 from
three-point range.
"We changed the starting
lineup and I told the team we had
to look for more threes," Larranaga said. "I wanted them to shoot
25 to 30 threes tonight. The
reason for this, obviously, is we
had not been looking for them.
We just made it a point of emphasis."
Western head coach Bob Donewald commented about how
much a distraction Bowling
Green's three-point threat was.
"They tried to spread you out
and toy with the ball," Donewald
said. "But they have so many
three-point shooters that can bevery effective."
Despite being down 13 points
at the half, BG battled back to
pull within two on a trey by Komives and a fast-break layup by
senior guard Vada Burnett.
With 7:28 remaining and the
score sitting 55-53 in the Broncos
favor, Donewald called a
timeout
Over the next three minutes,
BG was in a scoring drought as
the Broncos raised the score to
59-53.
"I thought we were much sharper in the first half than we were

"We have to be more patient and
get a better play. There is no better
substitution for patience. We
haven't demonstrated that on either
end of the floor."
Falcon head coach Jim Larranaga
in the second half," Donewald
said. "We Just stood around and
they just compacted their defense In the second half. That
really bothered us."
Several key defensive plays
and clutch free throws by the
Broncos kept BG from threatening an upset as WMU walked
away with a 69-65 victory.
"We made some really critical
free throws down the stretch to
keep them at bay, which was
really good," Donewald said.
"But I felt we were really fortunate to win the basketball game."
Larranaga believed the Falcons biggest problem down the
stretch came from shot selection.
With a little patience, he said, BG
would have been better off.
"We have to be more patient
and get a better play," Larranaga
said. "There is no better substitution for patience. We haven't
demonstrated that on either end
of the floor."
In the first half, Komives had
three quick fouls which sent him
to the bench with 13:30 left in the
first half. Then with just over 10
minutes left in the half, and BG
trailing 22-13, Larranaga called a
timeout.
By the nine-minute mark, the
Falcons had pulled within six
points, but that was the closest
BG would get during the half.
With 6:39 remaining in the first
stanza, sophomore forward
Shane Kline-Ruminski, who had
13 points and 10 rebounds, and
WMU forward Mike Mosely
exchanged elbows. Mosely was
called for the foul. But when
Kline-Ruminski went to the line.

he told Bronco guard Shawn
Jackson - who was standing on
the free-throw line -- to get out of
his face. Both of them were
called with a technical.
When the dust settled, the
Broncos were up 28-20. BG was
only able to pull within seven before the Broncos ran away,
bringing the score to 44-31 at
intermission.
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Bowling Green (65)
fg

ft

Ik

mln m-a m-a o-c a pflp
Komivei
27 6-7 3-4 1-2 2 4 20
Miller
16 3-1 0-2 0-0 0 3 6
K-Ruminski 30 4-8 5-7 3-10 2 13
Huger
40 5-13 5-6 1-4
3 15
Bumeu
23 2-100-0 M 125
Ouo
20 2-9 0-0 3-6 3 3 4
Lynch
23
1-2 0-2 0-4 112
Swan ion
20 0-1 0-0 0-10 5 0
TOTALS 200 23-5413-21 11 -36 11 23 65
FG*-42.6 FT*- 61.9 3pt - 31.6
WesternMlchlgan (69)
Mosely
28 1-4 0-0 0-1 2 4 2
Handlogten 24 3-4 0-3 0-6 0 3 6
Van Abbema 22 3-5 0-0 0-5 0 3 6
McGee
38 7-14 11-123-6 3 2 26
Jackson
13 0-1 00 0-1
3 0
WhighunanSeM 3-7 0-0 0-2
3 8
Sanders
27 1-4 4-6 0-0
2 7
Brocki
28 5-11 1-3 2-7
3 12
TOTALS 200 24-516-24 8-33 14 23 69
FG* -45.3 FT* - 66.7 3pl* - 29.4
MAC STANDINGS
Men
1. Miami (12-3.17-5)
Ball Slale (12-3. 21-6)
3. Western Michigan (11-4.14-9)
4. Ohio (9-6,13-10)
Toledo (8-7.10-13)
6 Bowling Green (6-9.9-14)
Eastern Michigan (6-8 11-14)
Kent (6-9.8-14)
9. Central Michigan (3-12.7-16)
10. Akron (2-13.7-16)
Wrdneiaajr'i HeaulU
Weitem Michigan 69. Bowling Green 65
Eastern Michigan 59. Miami 55
Ball State 78. Toledo 64
Ohio 66. Central michigan 51
Kent State 76, Akron 75

BOB MflftlCV

Senior tri-captain Kim Faircloth believes the Falcons have
what it takes to bring home the
championship this year. "We
have been focusing on this weekend since the beginning of the
season," Faircloth said. "We have
a great shot at winning the
championship this year, and
having a chance to win makes it
more fun and exciting for everybody."

knows what they need to do in
order for us to win," Reed said.
"OU is used to winning because
they have done it before, but we
can't worry about other teams
this weekend. We have to concentrate on our own performances."
Gordon agrees with what it will
take to wrestle the championship
from the Bobcats. "Each swimmer and diver needs to step up
and do what they can do, even if
it's just capturing one point,"
Gordon said. "We need contribu-

different, more positive, attitude."
Senior tri-captain Jody Reed
acknowledges that a team victory is everyone's primary goal
this weekend. "We've been pointing toward these championships
all year, and I think everybody

lions from everybody this weekend in order to come out with a
victory."
The MAC women's swimming
and diving championships run
today through Saturday at
Eastern Michigan University in
Ypsilanti, Mich

CLUB21

CLUB21

CLUB21

CLUB21

CLUB 21

* CLUB 21 *
153 E. Wooster

With their strong performance
during the regular season, some
people may expect the Falcons to
be the favorites this weekend.
However, Gordon dismisses any
thoughts that the other teams
will be gunning for Bowling
Green this weekend.

CLUB21

352-1395

PRESENTS

THE SCAM
2/26 & 2/27

Best Drink Prices in Town!
Happy Hours 5-9 daily
* 21 and over!
CLUB 21

CLUB 21

CLUB 21

CLUB 21

CLUB 21

CLUB 21

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

over 500 units with SUPER locations

9 and 12 Month Leases Available

SAT. f€B. 27, 1993
Music by GftOOVCMflSTCR

309 HIGH
LET US WORRY ABOUT THE HIGH COST OF HEAT!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The time has come. The preparations are over. Today, the
Bowling Green women's swimming team begins the first of
three days of competition at the
Mid-American Conference
championships in Ypsilanti,
Mich.
The Falcons will attempt to cap
off a successful regular season where they went 4-1 against conference opponents - by capturing their second MAC championship in the history of the program. However, in order to do so,
Bowling Green will have to
knock off four-time defending
conference champion Ohio University.
Head coach Brian Gordon feels
his team is coming into the
Championships in good shape,
both physically and mentally.
"The team is, for the most part,
healthy," Gordon said. "We have
some girls fighting colds, but
hopefully they'll be ready to go
when the meet starts. Emotionally, I think they are where they
should be at this point in the
season. Everybody is focused on
the meet this weekend."

"Ohio University has won four
consecutive MAC championships
and also defeated us in a dual
meet this season," Gordon said.
"Until somebody knocks them
off, they're the team to beat"
Faircloth senses a different attitude on the team this year as
opposed to years past. "Last year
it was kind of a given that OU
was going to win the championship," Faircloth said. "This year,
the competition is closer and we
are going into the meet with a

SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS

9th Annual Reggae Tribute

9pm, N€ Commons
€vent supports the SOMALIA PROJ6CT
fl Caribbean Association event
with PSO. & B-BOP Records, Toledo

by David Harpster
sports writer

Close to campus
Large two bedroom apartments
Furnished and unfurnished
Laundry facility in building
FREE heat, water, sewer
9 and 12 month leases available
Each apartment has extra storage closet in hall
New paddle fans in #2,3,4,8

NEWIPVE
Rentals

328 S. Main (our only office) 352-56201

STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)
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FREE Concert Friday, March 5
Chorale Rehearsal Room
Moore Music Building
Starts at 8 pm
Co-Sponsored by:
FOCUS (First Year Off Campus University Student)
and the Off Campus Student Center
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Albers scores historic Track travels to MAC
points as Falcons win
by Mike Slates
sports writer

by Mike Kazlmore
sports writer
The women's basketball team
won for the eleventh consecutive
time, with an impressive 91-64
trouncing of the Broncos of
Western Michigan.
The victory ensured Bowling
Green of at least a tie for first
place in the Mid-American Conference race, and it also locked
up the number one seed for them
in the upcoming MAC tournament.
As important as these accomplishments were for the team,
this game really belonged to an
individual, as Lori Albers became only the ninth player in
school history to break the
1,000-point barrier for her career.
Albers, who needed only 14
points coming into the contest to
join the Illustrious 1,000-point
club, scored a quick 11 points in
the first six minutes of the game.
However, in doing so she also
found herself in early foul trouble.
Albers, however, was not to be
denied and with 4:11 left in the
contest she recorded points
number 1,000 and 1,001 with a
driving layup.
"I didn't really think about it
the whole game," Albers said. "I
just went out there and tried to
play my best.
"Coming off of my last game, I
got more confidence and I just
wanted to keep it going."
For the first four minutes of
the game. Western used an aggressive full-court trapping defense, and was able to keep the

contest close. In fact, the Broncos held a slim 9-8 lead with just
over 16 minutes remaining.
However, the Falcons, being an
experienced and deep team, were
able to regroup and outscore
WMU 40-22 over the remaining
time to take a comfortable 48-32
lead into the locker room at halftime.
In the first half, nine BG
players were able to get into the
scoring column and Bowling
Green's bench outscored
Western's lfrj.
"We have a very talented
team," Falcon head coach Jaci
Clark said. "And I think that
everyone realizes that when they
get a chance they have to make
the most of it.
"Our bench is going to be important as we get down to the end
of the season when everyone gets
a little tired. That's when our
depth is really going to help us
out." The Broncos, although
thoroughly outplayed in the first
half, was not about to roll over
and let the league-leading Falcons walk all over them.
The Broncos came out of the
locker room fired up, and, led by
their sensational sophomore
forward Kina Brown, went on a
10-4 run to pull them back within
striking distance at 52-42.
For the game. Brown - despite
being constantly double-teamed
- led all scorers with 22 points.
She got little help from anyone
else, though, as western was hurt
by the abscence of two key
players.
"They were bigger and
stronger than us," Bronco head
coach Pat Charity said. "And we
couldn't match up with them

without Kimball and O'Mara."
The young Broncos weren't done,
though, as they regrouped and
made one last valiant run at the
Falcons. With 4:19 left in the
game, they were able to pull
within 13 at 74-61. This would be
as close as Western would get
for the rest of the game, as BG,
led by Albers' 7 points down the
stretch, outscored WMU 17-3 to
close out the game and produce
the final score.
Judit Lendvay, coming off a
disasterous shooting performance against Miami, also turned
in a very solid performance. She
scored 21 points on 8 of 13 shooting from the field and five of six
from the line.
"I figured if I stopped shooting, it was never going to happen," Lendvay said. "So I just
kept shooting. That's what Coach
and everyone else has been telling me - to keep shooting."

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Bowling Green (91)
'I

Nordmuui
Albert

mln
25
27
22

m*a
2-6 2-2
511 1-2
9-13 1-2

CaiieU
[f.uK.v

28
30

3-6 0-0
8-13 5-6

Bow

rb
o-l
3-6
3-8
1*
0-2
0-3
1-4
0-2
11
3-3
0-0

Srude
17 5-9 0-0
Kulici
14 2-3 0-0
McClcndon 9
0-10-0
William
10 1-3 2-2
Nuesmcycr 15
1-2 4-4
TOTALS 200 36-69 15-18 13-38
FG% - 522 FT* 83.3 3p«* - 57.1

PriP

0
0
0
1
16

4
3
3
3
0
2
0
0
2
3
23

6
II
20
7
21
10
6
0
4
6
91

Western Michigan (64)
While
33
6-12 1-2 4-10 5 4
Brown
38
7-12 8-14 3-6 0 3
3-4 2-6 1-8 13
lloughion
28
2-102-2 0-1 I 0
Fonier
33
Alexander
26
2-3 0-0 II o o
Cole
II
0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1
Wegrym
21
3-7 4-4 2-3 0 2
0-4 1-2 Z-2 0 (I
Bradford
9
200 23-52 18-30 13-33 14 13 64

MAC STANDINGS
Women
1. Bowling Green (14-1,19-4)

<»
PBT S«o«»

352-4048
10551/2 N. Main St.
COME SEE OUR FISH SPECIALS!*
•Specials good 2/22 thru 2/28

2. Miami (11-4. 16-7)
3 Kenl (10-5, 16-7)
4. Weiicm Michigan (9-6.13-10)
Ohio (9-6,12-11)
6. Toledo (9-6,14-9)
7. Central Michigan (8-7,13-10)
8. Eailcm Michigan (2-12, 3-19)

11*11 Slale (2-13. 2-20)
10. Akron (1-14.3-18)
Wednesday Results
Toledo 75. Ball Slale 46
Miami 76, Eailcm 61
Kenl Stale 109. Akron 64
Central Michigan 55. Ohio 45
Bowling Green 91. Western michigan 64

ATTENTION FRESHMAN and
FIRST YEAR COMMUTING STUDENTS

The men's track team hopes
to duplicate its accomplishments from last weekend as it
participates in the eight team
Mid-American Conference Invitational this weekend. Kent
and Miami will not be participating In the meet.
Last weekend the squad
posted a furious comeback by
finishing 1-2 in the last three
individual events to win the
Falcon's first home indoor
meet ever by 11 points over
Ashland College. Bowling
Green had been down by as
many as 16 points during the
contest.
"The meet last weekend was
a real confidence-booster as
the team rose to the occasion,"
head coach Sid Sink said. "Now
we have to be able to rise to the
occasion two weeks in a row."

by Mike Slates
sports writer
Senior Cheri Triner will switch events in hopes
of helping the women's track team at the MidAmerican Conference Invitational at Eastern
Michigan this weekend.
Triner will replace her normal
event of the 3,000 meters with
the 1,000 meters. She will continue to participate in the mile
run.
Last weekend at Bowling
Green's first home indoor meet,
Triner outdistanced freshman
teammate Tracey Losi in the
mile, only to later place a distant
Trlner
third in the 3,000 meters
Head coach Steve Price believes the change will benefit Triner.
"It is very hard to run the mile and then compete
in the 3,000 meters," Price said. "Cheri's speed
workouts have been very good in practice and I
think the change should help her."
One event the squad is looking for improvement
in at the Invitational is the shot put.
Sophomore Nikki Lessig took first place in the
event last weekend with a shot of 39-9 while team-

4>
.SPRING BREAK

**«»
• SPECIAL*

Sign up in the FOCUS OFFICE
110 BMoseley Hall

FOCUS

mate Jenny Johnson grabbed third (37-101/4).
Despite the high finishes. Price thinks that the
shot putters can do even better.
"Our shot putters were very nervous last week
and did not do as well as they normally would,"
Price said. "I look for them to do a lot better at the
Invitational."
A Falcon who will again be called upon for points
is sophomore Jane Moeller, who won the long jump
last weekend with a school record leap of 18-4 1/2.
Moeller also placed second in the 55 meter hurdles, third in the high jump, and was a member of
the 1,600 meter relay team which was second in a
season-best time of 4:00.94.
Other athletes who will need to help the Falcons
at the meet include senior Jill Strawser in the 5,000
meters, senior Benita Thomas in the 400 meters,
and junior Maria Gudakunst in the triple jump. All
three competitors woo their respective events last
weekend.
As for winning the meet, host Eastern Michigan
is expected to win while Toledo should finish in the
number two spot.
Because Bowling Green competed so well last
weekend. Price believes the squad has a good
chance to finish third.
"Last weekend provided a great boost in confidence for our athletes," Price said.

%♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•♦♦♦♦♦«.

CO-ED intramural volleyball
teams are now forming

Don't Miss the FUN!

Black will likely run in the
Alex Wilson Invitational at Notre Dame Saturday in hopes to
qualify in the 800 meters for
the upcoming NCAA meet. He
just missed the provisional
qualifying standard last weekend when he won the event and
broke the school record with a
record time of 1:51.22.
The early favorites to win
the meet are Eastern Michigan
and Western Michigan. Bowling Green, Ball State, Central
Michigan, and Toledo should
fight for the next four spots.
With most of his athletes
performing well recently. Sink
believes that the Falcons
should make a strong run ct
third place.
"As of right now, we seem to
be shooting for third place behind Eastern and Western,"
Sink said. "We have a lot of
people who can score and confidence-wise we are ready to
perform well again."

Women runners looking
for improvement at MAC

▲

Deadline is March 2
Play Begins March 8

Sophomore Scott Thompson
is one of four athletes that figure to have a strong chance to
win a championship this weekend. Thompson won the 55
meter hurdles in school record
time (7.28) and also bettered
the provisional qualifying
standard for the NCAA meet
last weekend.
Other Falcon athletes expected to place high in the Invitational include senior Reed
Parks in the 35-lb. weight
throw, senior Paul Seeley in the
pole vault, and senior Todd
Black in the 800 meters.
Sink believes Black may
have trouble because he will
likely grab the early lead.
"It is a good possibility that
Todd will have to lead the pack
most of the race, and that is
tough on a runner," Sink said.
"I talked to him about not running too fast the first 200
meters so that he will be able to
finish better."

Bowling

INDIAN RIVERS

I

702 4th Street
I
A
Now Renting
AFurnished 2 Bedroom, 2 Car garage w/storage room, x
▲
*12 month lease starting May 15
A641 Third St. Apt. 4 Resident Manager
352-4380if
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Green State
University
Chartered Mototcoach Trip lo
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
March 19-27, 1993
Off-beach-7 nlghts-lrom: S175
Land Package
Includes: • 13' t lesoil ttoteltax
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Shakespeare's
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Performing
February 25
at

Bahamas Cruise trom: S299

(First Year Off Campus University Students)

Holiday Travel:

352-6567

A Midsummer

CofeShadeau

nlhrit's

Dream

Greenbriar Inc.
TIME IS RUNNING OUT!
Make sure you have a place for fall!
• Ridge Manor - GOING FAST
• Campbell Hill - Full
• Field Manor - Full '
• Merry Street Apartments - Full
• Frazee - Full
• Columbia Court - Full
Check out our other locations Today!

Eva Marie Saint Theatre / Bowling Green State University
February 25-27 at 8 p.m.
February 28 at 2 p.m.
March 4-6 at 8 p.m.

Reservations

372-2719

&

Tony Pulizzi
Jazz Guitar
Duo
9-12 PM
iiiiiifiii

IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
Any nurse who wants a job can
find one. But if you're a nurs-

with your level of experience. As
an Army officer, you'll command the

ing student who wants to be in

respect you deserve. And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer-a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as
a competent professional, given your own

224Wooster 352-0717

Don McGlomtru

patients and responsibilities commensurate

signing bonus, housing allowances and
4 weeks paid vacation-you'll be well in
command of your fife. Call 1 -800-USA ARMY

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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Lofton inks pact Reggie in Hall
with the Indians

The group, which also
failed to add anyone to the
Hall in 1988, has been
criticized in recent years because of the difficulty it's had
in giving candidates the
necessary 75 percent support.
A year ago, the committee
elected pitcher Hal Newhouser and American
League urroire Bill McGowan
on the first ballot.
"There were a total of four
ballots inside that room,"
Stack said, adding that two
votes were taken in each category.
"A couple of individuals got
11 votes and came close. I
can't tell you who they are.
The rest of the votes were
scattered with guys receiving
six, seven or eight."
Stack said the mostdiscussed players were Nellie
Fox, Joe Gordon, Gil Hodges,
Carl Mays, Phil Rizzuto, Cecil
Travis and Vic Willis. In the
other category, umpire Nestor Chylak, Negro League
star Leon Day, manager Leo
Durocher and William Holbert, founder of the National
League, received strong support.

The Associated Press

The Associated Press

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. - The
Cleveland Indians said Wednesday they'd reached agreement on
a four-year deal with centerfielder Kenny Lofton, one of two
players they hoped to sign to
long-term deals.
Lofton batted .285 last year and
set an AL rookie record by stealing 66 bases. He was second in
the league's Rookie of the Year
balloting, scattering IS doubles,
eight triples and five home runs
over 148 games.
"Kenny is a major part of our
plan and future," Indians general
manager John Hart said in a
news release.
"Kenny's developing into a
premier lead-off hitter with Gold
Glove capabilities in the outfield,
not to mention becoming the best
base stealer in the game," Hart
said. "His mental and physical
toughness are assets that championship players possess."
Lofton joins IS other players
signed by the Indians to longterm contracts. Including outfielder Thomas Howard, who was
signed Tuesday to a two-year
deal with a club option in 1995;

second baseman Carlos Baerga;
pitcher Charles Nagy; and catcher Sandy Alomar.
Many of the players were
signed despite the absence of a
proven major league record.
Hart has said 'he signings represent a gamble for both sides: The
team is betting that Its judgment
of each player's potential was accurate, while the players give up
a year or more of salary arbitration in exchange for the security
of longer deals.
One name on the wish-list remains unsigned: outfielder Albert Belle
Belle, wno will start in left
field for the Indians, batted .260
with 34 home runs and 112 RBIs
last season- His home run and
RBI totals both tied him for
fourth in the American League.
Belle's agent, Am Tcllem, has
said he is encouraged by the negotiations with the Indians. Belle
is not eligible for arbitration this
year, so the Indians could unilaterally renew his contract if no
deal is worked out in the next
couple Weeks.
Baseball's deadline for renewing contracts is March 11.

HOMfCOMING HOMFCOMING HOMFCOMING HOMFCOMINC

HOMECOMING
LOGO CONTEST
Win $100

TAMPA, Fla. - Reggie
Jackson won't have to share
the spotlight in Cooperstown
this summer. He's headed
into the Hall of Fame alone.
"He will have his day in the
stars, so to speak, to perform
on the platform by himself,"
Hall of Fame president Ed
Stack said. "I'm sure he'll enjoy that very much"
Jackson, the only player
elected by the Baseball
Writers Association of America this year, will be inducted
Aug. l. The Veterans Committee had an opportunity to
give him company, but didn't
Tuesday.
The panel that considers
candidates in two categories
- players who have been retired for 23 years or more and
executives, managers, umpires and stars of the old
Negro Leagues - failed to
elect anyone for the second
time in five years.
Fifteen members of the
16-man committee were present, meaning 12 votes were
needed for election.

Gibson returning
to play in Detroit
the big leagues since 1988. That's
when he was the Most Valuable
LAKELAND, Fla. - Detroit led Player of the National League
the major leagues in runs scored with the Los Angeles Dodgers.
in 1992 with 791. Tigers manager He was released by the PittsSparky Anderson said his club burgh Pirates last May.
could be even more explosive
But Gibson is a native of suoffensively with Alan Trammell burban Detroit. He attended
and Kirk Gibson in lineup this Michigan State University in
season.
East Lansing, where he was an
Trammell missed most of last All American in football and
season with a fractured right an- baseball. And he originally
kle, while Gibson was signed by signed with the Tigers, for whom
the Tigers shortly before spring he played the first eight years of
training.
his big league career.
"With those two around, it can
The homecoming could help
only help," Anderson said Tues- Gibson return to form, Anderson
day.
said.
Detroit will hold its first full-s"I think Gibby was floundering
quad workout of the spring after he left here," Anderson
Wednesday at Marchant Sta- said. "He's not that way. As tough
dium. The Tigers open the exhi- as he is, he needs a place like
bition season March 5 against the this. He needs to be wanted, and
Chicago White Sox.
he is here. He can yell at me and I
Gibson, who will be 36 in May, can yell at him and he knows it's
hasn't had a productive season in no big deal, that it'll be all right.
The Associated Press

NOW LEASING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL
215 E. Poe Rd. Apartments
1 bdrm's starting @ 300/mo.
Efficiencies starting @ 200/mo.
830 4th Street (Willow House)
1 bdrm's starting @ 300/mo.

W ^€AFE
fiOHILING GfttEN, OHIO

CALL NOW FOR MORE INFO
AND SUMMER RATES

Presents...
IS
with

The ARK BAND

Design a logo to be used for all Homecoming
promotional items. Entries must revolve
around the theme:

Management Inc.

353-5800

1045 North Main Street • P.O. Box 1167
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

"DO YOU REMEMBER..."
AZ

Details available in theBSffi® office. 330 Union,
Entries due March 12, 1993.

RUSH TO UPTOWN
WITH YOUR MATE
DON'T BE LATE

L

Woodland Mall Subway Only
Feb. 25 thru March 3 Only

Friday, February 26th 7 • 9:30

LJ

[EARTH
i \
'J

SPIRIT^

NATIVE
AMERICAN

ART

If

1AILEHY

V V

*fe

7|*

African Motif Art Exhibition

210 Math Science BWg
La Vh Ell Btlle (Ult It Roty)
Thurs, Feb25
220 Math Science BWg
Angano Angano ( Talaa ol Uadagaacarj

a30pm
8:30p.m.

African Cuisine a Fashion
St. Thomas More
(42bThurstml 630 p m
Quest Speaker
Bade AJuwon Ph. D.
(Visiting Prof.. Western Michigan University. Kalamazoo.)

Odun (African Ritual Festivals)

Sat., Feb 27
Sat.. Feb. 27

AZ

rd>B Aon

AZ T*B

Aon

AZ

r<t>B Aon

Tune - In to

Preferred
Properties

Specializing in Wildlife/Environmental
and Native American Art.
Authentic Replicas that are bought
directly from the artists themselves.

We Have Lots To Offer:

African Cultural Evening
Frl., Feb. 26

rd»B Aon

GREAT GIFT IDEAS!

African Movie Nights
Tues.. Feb. 23

$1 at the door
AZ

celebrate*
African American History Month
Theme: African Survivals In American Culture

Featuring. Leo Gadzekpo and other African Artists
February 22 - March 2s
McFall Gallery
Free Admission

nt>B Aon

and

Featuring:

■

AZ

GRAB-A-DATE

(equal or lesser value of the 1st.)

Dry Dock is located in the basement of Harshman Quad

Aon

r Buy 1 footlong sub ^

DRY DOCK

Friday February 26,1993
9 pm to 1 am

AZ T*B

Woodland Mall
353-0204

Get the 2nd for 990

The ARK BAND

r*B Aon

AZ

«SUBWRY»

HOMFCOMING HOMECOMING HOMFCOMING HOMFCOMING

REGGAE NIGHT
AT
DRY DOCK

ri>B Aon

Features Priests and Artistes from Nigeria and
the Oyotunjl African Village of South Carolina
Odun Omoda (ChUdrens' Celebration)
UCF Center
t &> p.m. - 200 p.m.
Odun Omo Enlyan (Celebration of the Ancestors)
Grand Ball Room
7:00 p.m.
Admission: Students $10 Others $20
Tickets at Multicultural Activities

•TCherrywood Health Spa
•T Fox Run
•T Haven House Manor
•T Houses and
•TMuch More

Jewelry • Baskets •
Rugs • Books • Music •
Bead Work • Pottery •
Pouches • Stone & Wood
Carvings and much more.

L

memb«r
Indian Arts £ Crafts Association
575* Moln St. «7
Sylvonio. OH
(next to post office)
(419)885-7012

(

Rental Office:
6th & HIGH

352-9378

Classifieds
page 8
CAMPUS EVENTS
"" Wonwi In Commurscabons. Inc. ""
Ue.Dng Thurs.. Feb. 2S: 101 BA 730 pm
"ATTENTION

SPOUT MANAGEMENT
MAJOflS"
Interested in Gradual* programs or Athletic
Departments9 SMA nvtes you to listen and
laam from Dr Donna L. Pastor• of Ohio Stata
next Thurs . 3/2 at 730 pm. Location TBA in a
on 3/2.
B.GS.U
UNITED WAY DRIVE
FEB. 15-26
BGSU'S CAMPUS IN FRANCE
Opan lo all students with French 202 or above.
FaH Semester only or Fall-Spring 93 ■'94 InformaDon meeting Thursday. Feb. 25.7 30p.m
French Houao.
BOB MARLE V REGGAE Tribute is on
Sal.. Fab. 27 with Groovemaster at Opm,
NE Commons. A Caribbean Association Event.
Come |r>n us lor coffee
The World Student Association presents:
Coffee Hours - every Thursday
2:30-4:30 pm on the 11th Floor
Otlsn hauer West
BewarmlBehappyl
Don't Just Read About History. Live It
Society of Creative Anachronism
242 Memorial Hall. 730 Thursday
(Dragons need not apply)

Phi Eta Sigma new initiates - Please send your
initiation information thru cempue mall to Shelly Yingling. 207 Pi Beta Phi or Shelley Alexan
der. 218 Oflenhauer East. Please do not send
it to Kelly Sherman via campus mail!

REGGAE FEST - The ARK. Easy Street on
Thurs: Dry Dock (Harshman Basement) on
Fnday. Groovemaster. Bob Mane, Tribute. NE
Commons on Saturday.

CINEMARK THEATRES

All Shows $3.00
after 6 p.m. with
Student ID

H

Monday ttwu Friday •how*
•tail al appfonmataly 4 p.m.
Saturday * Sunday: Full Sohaduta
Lata Show* Fit A Sat ONLY
ALADDIN - G
Vaci « Rot-1 WIMm.
1:11. J l» I II. T.U.I M |IIM & 1<M Ma aVtlOAf.)

THE INCREDIBLE: HOMEWARD BOUND - G
Wat (Nutty FUm
•» Jit. lit. 7 tc I 10 [nil 4 il<* M 4 M at**)*
THE TEMP- R
Tkaatiy Ituawn, La>a mpvi
1*. I*. I «*. T K. I».(1l4lill0rrlil4- •«,,.

NATIONAL LAMPOON'S
LOADED WEAPON ■ PG13
Gmfao I .■>.»! Jan l ovn
1 jaa. tan. TOO, aoonioo a HM'rta MMM

SOMMERSBY PO-13
•W..W Oa*a. Jadta <••»•>
m.4M.raoiu (ttao 4 litfrt* faiamy)*

COMING IN FEBRUARY
2/?6 'Fating Down*
Starring Mtcnaat Douglas

CHEESE PIZZA $4 25
4 pm TOCLOSE AT DIBENEDETTO"S
ADD$1 FOR ADD ITEMS. 352-4663

" UAO — UAO"
Be a director of one ol our 13 committees
Appkcabona now available m 330 Union1
'UAO'"UAO*

CITY EVENTS
Reggae at Easy Street
The ARK Band
Thursday. Feb. 25 (19andover)

SERVICES OFFERED
BREW QUALITY BEER AT HOME FOR *2
A SIXPACKIFREE CATALOG. CALL (301)
540-3877. NORTH AMERICAN BREWLORDS. PO BOX 1321. GERMANTOWN.
MO 20875.

Yes!
Wc have
student
airfares

"'Awesome Spring Breaks. Bahamas Cruise
Includes Meals $279. Panama City Room with
Kitchen H 19. Key West $249. Daytona (Kitchens) $149. Cancun $459, Jamaica $4791
1-600-676-6366
"ALPHA PHI * StC-SIC' ALPHA PHI"
FRANCEY ACKERMAN
LIZ-LIZ SEZ.
Who would have thought when n was all done
That my big was S (C SIC number one i
Thanks. Francey lor your dedication.
•ALPHA PHI' SIC-SIC ' ALPHA PHI"
Administrative Stall Scholarship applications
were mailed to qualifying students (top 10% ol
their College) in their dass rank) with oncampus addresses/mailboxes. For others
qualified, applications are available at the Financial Aid/Student Employment Office. The
ASC Scholarship is an annual, non-renewable
award of $1.000 Full or part -erne; all majors
Form and essay required March 1,1993, 5 pm
deadline Need not receive or qualify for financial aid to receive scholarship.
AOTT AOTT AOTT - AOTT AOTT
Tanya, Knsttn, Heather. Holly
Julie, Katie. Amanda
Your AOTT Ssters love you i
Keep Smiling)
AOTT - AOTT - AOTT - AOTT AOTT

Attention all UAO SPRING BREAKERS)
Final payments to* the Panama City Beech
trip are due FRIDAY. FEB. 26 In the UAO Offtce, 330 Union. Oueeilona? Call 2-2343.
BIOLOGY SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION
DEADLINE - FEB. 26. Turn in applications to
room 217 LSC.

rjantM a Small GroupV

Council Travel
8 E. 13th Ave Columbus, OH 43801

1-614-294-8696

FMA Preeenle:
"Fashion and Design Show"
March 1,1993
"FREE TO BE ME IN '93"
7:30 pm Design Show 8:00 pm Fashion Show
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
ADMISSION IS FREE
Door prizes will be awarded
Grease is the word . . .this Friday and Saturday: "Grease'' at 8.00pm. & 10 00p.m. in 210
MSC. Admission is $1.50 and puts you tn a raffle to win the 'Grease" soundtrack on CD.
Sponsored by UAO.
GnswokJ Band
Fn.. Feb. 19 ft Feb. 26
Al musicians welcome - open stage 6-9
Gnswold Band begins at 10 and ends at 2
Riverview kin
141N. Summit. Toledo
HEY TRIO CHORECHEl
Pipe down about that blonde from
Cincinnati She is an easy given.
UNOI
INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL OFFICIALS
NEEDED: APPLY IN 130 FCLD HOUSE BY
MARCH 2 MUST HAVE VOLLEYBALL EXPERIENCE MANDATORY CLINIC MARCH 2 5 00 9.00 P.M.
Kappa Delta
The KD's would like to thank pledge sister
Lillian for her African Fashion Show.
Kappa Delta

86 VW

ATTENTION MODELS
OPEN CALLII
lor the
1993 International
Cover Model Search
(Direct contact wiih the

LAQA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA
The Lesbian And Gay Alliance will be meeting this Thursday at 8 30 pm in the United
Christian Fellowship Center (comer of Ridge ft
Thjfstin) All homosexual, bisexual, and supportive heterosexual members of the community are welcome. The meetings are free and
discretion is used. For more info, call
352 5242,7-10 pm. Mon. Wed. ft Fri.
LAQA LAQA LAQA LAQA LAGA

Support Group If you've released your baby
for adoption, or are considering doing so and
need some support, join us Wed. nights at
7pm. Call 354-4673 for location
THE BEST SPRING BREAK DEAL IN

B.C.
Go To Panama City Beach FL.
A lull 7 nights, el rooms oceanhom.
Free parties even/day Only $109
Transportation available.
WHY PAY MORE?
Call Scon or Luke at 352-0909.

top 100 Agencies m trie World:

Our discoveries have appeared in
Teen, Olemour, Vogue. OO, etc1
Scout in your area
Sunday, March 7th
Noon -5 p.m.
Ramada Inn. Reynolds Rd, Toledo

$200-$500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No selling.
You're paid direct. Fully Guaranteed.
FREEInformation-24 Hour Hotline.
SOI ■379-2900 Copyright SOH029450
250COUNSELORS and Instructors neededl
Private, coed summer camp in Pocono Mtns .
NE Pennsylvania Lohikan. Box 234BG.
Kenilworttl. NJ 07033190S) 278-0998
ALASKA NEEOS
SEASONAL WORKERS
Summer job directory lists
300* contacts A tells vital into
about jobs you want Act now1
Send $10 CHMO& address lo
8 A Gibson Group P.O. Box 72598
Fairbanks. Ak 99/07

Attention Business students and entrepreneurs 'TASP' International is now hiring
highly motivated students lo fill management
positions this summer. Earn $8,000 while gaining co-op credit and business knowledge. Positions are open only m the following areas:
Toledo, Maumeo, Perryeburg. Findlay, A
Canlon. For more Information call

I -800 -54 3-3 792

Customer Sales/Service
$8.25 to start
Work FT or FT 10-40 hrs/wk Flex, schedule
around daises. Stan at entry level w career
advancement available. No door-to-door or
telemarketing No exp. needed College scholarships awarded. Interview al main office and
work localy. Applicaaon kilo -419-321-5365
Earn $10 per hour in your spare erne working
on campus. Contact Paul Evans (614)
538-7665.
EASY ASSEMBLY any hours. $339 84 week.
lamily of 3 earns $4417.92 monthly. FREE Information^ Hour Hotline 801-379-2900 Copynghl»OH029452.
Need cash" Ma«o up to $700/woek from
homel For Info sand LSASE lo: Noonstar Publications, Box 19683, Kalamazoo. Ml
49019-0683
PUT-IN-BAY
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
The Perry Holiday Hotel on South Bass Island
is seeking employees for all positions. If you
are people onented, self-motivated, responsible A willing lo work for top pay while having a
terrific summer, please contact us For more information A application wme or call: The Perry
Holiday Hotel. PO Box 5175. Mansfield. OH
44901 419-938-6601.

WANTED

Summer jobs and internships University Directories, the nation's largest publisher of campus
telephone directories, is interviewing goal
oriented students lor a challenging, full-time
summer position. Gain valuable expenenoe in
advertising, sales and public relations. Average earnings $3900 Expense paid training
program in Chapel Hill. NC College credt may
be available. Interviews on campus March
iOth Informalon and interview sign-up available today at the Administrative Bldg. «238 or
can 1 800-743-5556.

APARTMENT MATE WANTED - tor 93-94
year. Own room, private (above storage area).
SPACE. $i63/mo. 372-4046. leave message

Wanted: Manager/installer to coordinate loft
bed installation at BGSU for 93/94 school
year Truck required. Sfl.OOmour. Reply to
Homestyle Lola. P.O. Box 261. Hudson. OH
44238 (216)650-6653.

-800-648-4849

Tune in - Turn on - Drop byNATTY THREADS. 126 E. Wooster
Open until 6 pm on Friday I
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SQUEEZE ME!
Enjoy a delicious, nutritious
grapefruit item in your dining hall
and take the Grapefruit Trivia Quiz
to have a chance to win a

m
a
c
>

ME!" Drawing.

Thursday Feb. 25 - Sunday Feb. 28

<

contest in Commons,

FOR RENT
12month leases starting May 15,1993
420 S Co logo - 3 Br. House - $585 • Ufjl
525 Manville - 3 Br. House - $540 . Util
530 Manville - 3 Br. House ■ $390 . Util
60S Fifth Apt. A ■ 4 Br. - $600 . Utl.
605 Fifth Apt. B - 2 Br. - $310 . Util.
609 Fifth St. - 2 Br House - $450 • UDI.

4 bedroom house, unfurnished. 1/2 block from
campus. Available Aug. 16 tor 12 month lease.
Call 1 -885-8307 after 6 p.m.
Apartments • Clean, spacious, 2 bdrm. turn
w/dishwaaher. Most utilities paid. Call
354-0401 or 823-6015 for into.
APARTMENTS
601 THIRD
Grads 12 month lease
704 FIFTH
• TO. 12 mo., A summer leases
710 SEVENTH
12monihli

352-3445
Available near campus. Apt. for 1.2.3 or 4 students 6 bdrm apt. lor 6 students. Rental office
316 E. Merry SO 352-7365
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS
800 THIRD ST
NOW RENTING FOR 1993-94. 2-BR A 1BR
UNITS. WELL-MAINTAINED. FULLY FURNISHED. SCHOOL YEAR AND 12 MO.
LEASES REASONABLE RATES. ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED. ACT EARLY. PHONE
352-4966
Great 1 bdrm apt. in house available as ol midMay Big living room and kitchen with windows.
Parking Call 352-4824 for more info.
Houses available, dose to campus, 2-3-4 people, summer • 9 or 12 month leases. Call
353-1731.
Houses for Rant
12 mo. leases May or Aug.
Tenant pay utilities - 1 mo. dep.
734 Elm. 4 bdrm., 2 bath. $7007Aug.
217 S. Coltoge. 3 bdrm.. $5S0/Aug.
233 W. Merry. 4 bdrm, with loll, $660/Aug.
Call after 5pm ONLY 352-2330, or 354-2854
Houses, 1 A 2 bdrm apts
0 month, year and summer leases.

352 7454

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
319 E Wooster SI
(across from Taco Bell)
SUMMER A FALL RENTALS
Ove* 500 units with
Super Locations
CALL

354-2260
Male stodeni needed to fill apartment.
Summer sublease, own bedroom.
Call Sieve at 353-3036.
Now leasing 1. 2. A 3 bedroom apartments and
houses for Fall -93 Yea, we do alow pelsl
354 8800
R.E. Management
"Quality Off-Campus Housing'
113 Railroad St
(nan o Kinkoi)

Special Spring Rales
Spring semester leaaes.
2 blocks away, pool, clubhouse
Village Green Apartments
354-3533
Summer Sublease
Cheap, dose lo campus and unfurnished.

Call Robin 353-6515
Two subkMaers warned beginning mid- May tor
Summer. Very large one bedroom. $145 each
354^J608

Toledo
Medical
1
Services,
Inc.#
m
Reproductive Health Care
>

%
30
C

for Women

Abortion to 17 Weeks
24 UK. PHONE SERVICE

£ McDonald, Harshman &
'%, -*** d?

RCA 20 color TV lor sale 372-6605
Weider weight Bench w/ leg extension and bar
Approx 100 lbs free weights Aslant board. $75
OBO. 352-2492.

■<

"Day or Night" watch in the

Enter ihe "SQUEEZE ME"

L
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s

a.
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For Sale1 Kenwook 12" Home Speakers, lop of
the line, rmnicond. Asking $170.00
Also: Peavy Practice Guitar Amp, great cond.
Asking $50 00.
Cali Ench al 353-5623 lor info

352-9302

0

>

D

Cruise package $269'couple for Free Port
Bahamas, good for one year. Call Mart at
'661 1232

Slop In tor a complete
Summer A Fall Housing Listl

"SQUEEEZE ME!" T-shirt or Florida

"SQUEEZE

$50

67MERCEOES
$100
85 MUSTANG
$50
Choose from thousands starting $50
FREE Iniormaoon 24 Hour Hotline.
801-379-2929 Copyright SOH029410

Attention Business students and entrepreneur
student works painting is currently hiring self
motivated students to fill summer mngmt. positions. Work in home town this summer while
earning $6,000-8.000 and gaining business
knowledge. Contact Paul Evans for more info
(614)538-7665.

Kappa Delta
Our pledges our in a
league of their own I
We love our pledges'

JAMAICA
from $429
CANCUN
tarn $429
FLORIDA
mm $119
a *"'■"■'■ tRi

a Kay WeeS
aMMBsrniBaasT
I^JaVilTSAVax
MsBsMeuvicxe

2 Cerwm Vega home speakers. 3-way with
12'V»ooters. Model HAT i? 3 months old. only
used f month $530 new/asking $400. Call
353-5823 ask for Keith

Steve Smith-352-8917

REGGAE Tribute to BOB MARLEY ison
Sat.. Feb. 27 at 9pm., NE Commons with
Groovemaster A Caribbean Association event

K'93

HELP WANTED

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fisheries. Earn $600*Aveek in canneries or
$4.000./monrh on fishing boats. Free transportauonl Room & Board1 Male or Female. For
employment program call 1-206-545-4155 ext.
A5544

Live music every Wednesday ft Saturday,
9:30-12:301 Come check usoutl!
Campus Potyeyes 440 E. Court 352-9638

... and a ukou. mmort/
•Bucket airfares an/where
•Railpasses issued on the spot
•International ID cards
•Worldwide adventure tours
•Travel Gear and Guidebooks
•Expert travel advice

EVER SKI IN SHORTS?
Try spending spring break in Aspen' Package
includes transportation and lodging For more
information and details call Jamie (m Toledo) at
531-1709.

And Travel Free I
Call STS Today-

FOR SALE

CHEAPI FBI/U.S SEIZED
89 MERCEDES
$200

DG DG DG DG DG DO DG
Congratulations to our Rho Chi's
for the 1993 Fall Rush
DANIELLE FERGUSON, CHRISEN KNOX
ANDTRICtAVLAHOS!!!
Way to go. We're proud of you1

ATTENTION SPRING BREAKERS!!! PARTY
LIKE OOOSIfl Panama City $139. Key West
$269 Quality accommodations. FREE DRINK
PARTIES! Call Joe Endless Summer
1-800-234-7O07

SOP/CASSDYS
Bouncers ■ Needed Nights
Apply in person *8 00 - 9:00pm
176 E Wooster-35*3030

Female Roommate Needed
Own bedroom. 1 block from campus,
$i97.50vmo. ft 1/2 electric biHCal 352-5912
anytime. Leave a message.

Delia Gamma " Phi Delia Theta
'The Spaghetti dinner was a SUCCESS
Thanks lor coming!
'Get excited for Anchor Splaeh.
Only 3mora days to go' The DCs

your

The submission deadline for Praine Margins
has been extended to March 3. Sbll accepting
poetry, ficton. non-ficoon. and art. Place in
Praine Margins mailbox, bottom row at 201
Uni varsity.

Christian male roommate wanted.
$100 per month.
353-3434 ask tor Dave.

Delia Gamma' Delta Gamma
Congratulations to.
JEN ROSS and STEPH OLSONOur newest members ol Step One.
Vou*ldotofa)ai)obl

PERSONALS

ISO TACO
Tuesday and Thursday, 5-9 pm
Every Thursday Dimers
Karoake March 4th, 8pm at
Oamere/693S Main

"K|

1234 N. Main SI.

Pregnant? Need support?
We can help. FREE and confidential services.
Pregnancy testa, counseling and support
groups BG Pregnancy Center 354-4673.

SIGMA DELTA PI s MOVIE CLUB
(Spanish Sooety) presents...
"SIESTA"
Sunday. Feb. 26.6 pm in 126 Shatzel Hall
$1 admission
We invite you for rxrza afterwards at Pofiyeyes

• WOMEN SPIRITUALITY '
•WOMEN SPIRITUALITY •

FREE COLLEGIATE CHORALE CONCERT!
Sunday. Feb. 28 at 3 p.m. in Kobaekar Hal
Featuring the African Freedom Songs and
Bach Motet XI

Catch the lever . . .this Friday and Saturday
■SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER" at midnight m
210 MSC Admission is $1.50 and puts you in a
raffle to win a "Saturday N»ght Fever* soundI'ack on CD Sponsored by UAO

ETUDIERENFRANCEI?
B«n surt
Check "Campus Events" to know more

Sponsored by Women for Women

FMA Presents
"Fsshlon and Dealgn Show"
March 1,1893
•FREE TO BE ME IN'93 ~
730 pm Design Show 8 00 pm Fashion Show
Lanhan Grand Ballroom
ADMISSION IS FREE
Door prizes will be awarded

Free resume typesetting
Get a friend and have 2 resumes typeset tor
$20. Special through March 16.
Desk TEK Graphics353-4643

RESCHEDULED
Environmental Action Group sponsors a film
"Voices in ihe Forest." Clear cutting in Canada. 6:00 pm. Thurs.. Fob 25, room 005
Overman Discussion following wiih Dr. Berry
Cobb. Free and open lo Ihe public.

Interested in or have questions about
spintualify, religion,and women's
perspective and experiences in mem?
Come, listen and learn about five
women's experiences in WCCA, Islam
Native religion, and as an ordained,
Feminist, Lutheran minister.

Either you were snowed in
or you were snowed out.
I he Friends of Ihe Deaf
mealing ts what I'm bilking about.
li was cancelled on Sunday;
the snow is why.
So we'l see you this Sunday
for our second by.
8:00pm 202Educ.

'CINEMA

FRENCH CLASS MEETS IN FRANCE THIS
SUMMER.
Finish language requirement Taste Ihe culture Find out more French House Thursday.
Fab. 25, 7:30 PM - can't attend, call 2-2667 or
2-8276 lor mto.

WOMEN AND SPIRITUALITY PANEL
Monday. March 1 al 8 00 pm, 112 LSC

EAG Photo Contest for Earth Day
Win and get an Earth Day T-shirt.
Entries anil be due March 17.
For more info call Dave al 372-1172.

February 25,1393

The BG Nevus

Kreischer Dining Halls.
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Free Pregnancy Tests
Special Student Rates
All Services Strictly Confidential

5164 Monroe St.,
Toledo, Ohio
1-800-367-2036

885-5700

